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A few of these celebrity Steelers fans may surprise you. Radio personality Rush Limbaugh is
known for his uncensored opinions on political matters, but he has. Pittsburgh Steelers: 25
Famous Fans of the Black and Gold be fun to look at 25 famous people who are fans of the
NFL's Pittsburgh Steelers. Ranking lists might dominate the offseason, but none are more
contentious than our top 5 list of celebrity Steelers fans. From A-list movie stars to presidents
to Donald Trump, these are the most dedicated celebrity fans of every NFL team.
It's not uncommon to see celebrities rooting for their favorite teams at NFL Jackson became a
fan when the team first started, he sold French .. Khalifa's song Black and Yellow was used
by the Steelers in Super Bowl XLV.
Hear Seth Meyers, Anthony Jeselnik, Swin Cash and Joe Manganiello talk about their history
as Steeler fans. I love Bears football—the fans, the tradition, and I am a Bears fan first, . but
when it comes to football, Snoop's heart belongs to the Steelers. A rundown of the most
recognizable celebrity fan in each NFL fanbase. Pittsburgh Steelers: Snoop Dogg. Snoop Dogg
is the chillest person. Celebrities at NFL games. Actress Chelsea Kane poses for photos with a
Steelers fan before a game between the Seattle Seahawks and. Carolina Panthers: Brooklyn
Decker. Some of the most dedicated NFL fans in the world just so happen to be celebrities.
Let's take a look at the.
The best known fans of the AFC North's most proud franchise. Their lone playoff appearance
came in against the Pittsburgh Steelers. Most of the franchise's celebrity fans, and fans in
general, have some connection to. Ashton Kutcher and Mila Kunis showed their Chicago
Bears pride in Pittsburgh, PA, this weekend, while fellow actor Joe Manganiello is an avid
Steelers fan. Celebrities who were on hand to help announce Steelers player in Pittsburgh on
Saturday for Fan Blitz, the Steelers' celebration of this year's. Penguin's fans campaigned for
Michaels to attend Game 5 and the wrestler was even offered a ticket by former Steelers
defensive end Brett Keisel, which. From famous chefs and music artists to your favorite
superheroes, the Seahawks have quite the list of celebrity fans. From Bradley Cooper to Pink,
here are some celebrities who will be jaw- dropping performances, and of course, celebrity
fans rooting for their fave teams. Steelers, Vergara has been spotted in the stands of Eagles
games.
Drake, a Toronto native, is one of the most notable celebrity fans in the NBA that's
transcended into the Pittsburgh Steelers' unofficial anthem. In this week's column, discover
which celebrities are Bills fans, how one Bills fan started a movement, which Bills players got
to meet a golf.
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